











Study on the technique of kicking a ball  
for soccer beginners based  
on phenomenological movement theory
MichiyukiTERADA1)
Abstract
 The objective of this study is to explain the methods of kicking a ball, which is a 
fundamental action in soccer. A phenomenological analysis is used to achieve the 
objective of this study. This analysis is a method to analyze a consciousness and 
Kinästhese of a subject.
 In this study, a point of coaching was suggested the methods of kicking a ball for 
soccer beginners. They are organized as follows:
1. Dynamic awareness of setting the standing foot
2. Dynamic awareness of raising the kicking leg
3. Dynamic awareness of lowering the kicking foot 
4. Dynamic awareness of bringing the kicking foot in contact with the ball
5. Dynamic awareness of following through with the kicking foot
By taking up these five methods as perspectives on coaching, and conducting classes  
based on each of these perspectives, an improvement can be expected when coaching 
soccer beginners.
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